Dear Harvest Partner,

As we go towards the 4th of July the year 2021, what a year we have been in. The nation is 245 years old and look at all of the events that have taken place. In this letter I will begin on a new series called The Black Horse Rider. Prior to the black horse we saw the white horse ride (Rev. 6:2) travelling across the world. And after the white horse rode, the Bible indicates the riding of the red horse (Rev. 6:4). And the red horse is riding as one can see, killing and murdering on the grand scale all across the world.

Now let us begin with the black horse (Rev. 6:5 & 6). Already one can see shortages and inflation riding at the same time. Many financial writers depict this event as an inflationary depression. Now let us insert a few quotes from Brother Neal Frisby’s library:

“The governments have printed too much paper currency and this is one cause which creates inflation! So money becomes of less and less value and prices are forced higher and higher! This paves the way for dictatorship, remember Adolph Hitler rose to power after the inflationary bankruptcy in Germany!” “The entire economy and government itself can be taken over by this same type of dictatorship!” (Read Rev. 13:11-18 and Rev. 6:5-8) - “This inflation, coupled with shortages and famine can absolutely bring on strong control! Also crimes and violence increased greatly during the destructive time in Germany! During this chaotic period Hitler started his rise to power!” So more inflationary violence will come! “The recessions will worsen into a depression, but out of this will come a new world system and later prosperity will return, but finally leading right into the anti-Christ mark!” (Luke 17:27-29 – Rev. 13 – Dan. 8:25) “Then famine will increase even more horribly during the Tribulation!”

“Now let’s insert an important part here. What was the Bible pattern for dealing in trade and economic matters? Abraham and Joseph gave the proper manner, although many other Scriptures confirm it also! (Read Gen. 23:16 – Gen. 24:35 – Gen. 43:21 – Gen. 44:8 – a good example, Gen. 47:14-27.) These great prophets used their wealth properly – But in James 5: 1-6 it shows that evil men misuse it, and then God brings judgment at the end time.” “A financial expert on currency and a financial advisor to many large companies and foreign governments said a new currency and system is coming. He believes inflation will continue upward and more devaluation of the dollar. “All of these events, shortages and famines happening in the world could finally bring about a police state and martial law!” (Rev. 13) “Then the tribulation black horse rider will appear (Rev. 6) bringing economic convulsion and starvation!”

“I’m not writing against the U.S. dollar, spend it and use it for the Gospel as long as it works; but what we are saying is they’ve gotten off the constitutional standard and the people have been cheated of much of their value!” “Also the U.S. is losing the value of their morals and going into a sinful catastrophic overthrow! These words can sum up the whole article, the ‘boom’ and the ‘bust’.” End quote.

Now let us touch on our weather. Lately there have been a great amount of powerful storms, destructive, reaching across parts of the U.S. in our southwest huge destructive fires are almost everywhere. Many large lakes are almost bone dry, creating a huge water shortage should this drought continue. Scientists say nothing as serious as this has occurred in over 125 years – This series on the black horse rider could not come at any other time for during and after the black horse rider the greatest tribulation of all time will be upon the whole earth. More on this later.

This month I am releasing a wonderful new book called “Eternal Friendship”, You will know who your best friend is! Also a DVD, “The False Prophet.” – The timing to support the ministry could not be more important than it is now. We’re publishing a new series of books that you will be able to ask for in the near future. I know God will bless and guide you with His wonderful wisdom. I sincerely appreciate all that you do and I will always continue to keep you in my prayers.

Your Brother in Christ,

Herald Frisby

www.NealFrisby.com